Meiotic chromosome segregation occurs in Drosophila oocytes on an acentrosomal spindle, which raises interesting questions regarding spindle assembly and function. One is how to organize a bipolar spindle without microtubule organizing centers at the poles. Another question is how to orient the chromosomes without kinetochore capture of microtubules that grow from the poles. We have characterized the mei-38 gene in Drosophila and found it may be required for chromosome organization within the karyosome. Nondisjunction of homologous chromosomes occurs in mei-38 mutants primarily at the first meiotic division in females but not in males where centrosomes are present. Most meiotic spindles in mei-38 oocytes are bipolar but poorly organized, and the chromosomes appear disorganized at metaphase. mei-38 encodes a novel protein which is conserved in the Diptera and may be a member of a multigene family. Mei-38 was previously identified (as ssp1) due to a role in mitotic spindle assembly in a Drosophila cell line. MEI-38 protein localizes to a specific population of spindle microtubules, appearing to be excluded from the overlap of interpolar microtubules in the central spindle. We suggest MEI-38 is required for the stability of parallel microtubules, including the kinetochore microtubules.
Introduction
Meiosis is a special type of cell division that produces haploid gametes from diploid parental cells. One round of chromosome replication is followed by two rounds of chromosome segregation. Fusion of two gametes during sexual reproduction restores the diploid chromosome complement. Proper chromosome segregation during meiosis is crucial for preventing aneuploidy, embryonic lethality, reductions in fertility and birth defects. In Drosophila oocytes, and the oocytes of many other animals, meiotic spindles are assembled in the absence of centrosomes, which are at the center of the microtubule organizing centers at the poles of the canonical mitotic spindle (MATTHIES et al. 1996) . In oocytes and other acentrosomal systems, it is believed that the chromosomes trigger spindle formation by capturing or nucleating microtubules THEURKAUF and HAWLEY 1992) . These microtubules are then bundled and sorted to generate two poles in a process that involves interactions with a variety of motor proteins (MATTHIES et al. 1996; WALCZAK et al. 1998) . The activities of many motors in acentrosomal spindle formation have been studied in activated Xenopus oocyte extracts (KARSENTI and VERNOS 2001) .
The Drosophila oocyte is a good model for studying the mechanism of spindle assembly in the absence of centrosomes because of the combined benefits of genetics and cytology (DOUBILET and MCKIM 2007) . In particular, Drosophila mutants affecting these processes can be isolated and analyzed using genetic and cytological techniques. Analysis of several Drosophila segregation mutants has led to a model for spindle assembly which is based on the idea that the microtubules initially accumulate around the chromosomes. Motor proteins such as NCD bundle microtubules and, possibly through minus end-directed movement, taper the fibers towards the poles (THEURKAUF and HAWLEY 1992) . In contrast, plus end-directed motors like Subito bundle antiparallel microtubules within the central spindle and links the two half spindles (JANG et al. 2005) . In addition to motor proteins, spindle pole-associated (MSPS, TACC, CULLEN and OHKURA 2001) and kinetochores proteins (ALD, GILLILAND et al. 2007 ) have been characterized that are critical for acentrosomal meiosis. Little is known about how these proteins interact with the motor proteins to generate a bipolar, acentrosomal spindle. Most of these proteins are also expressed and function in mitotic cells although it is unclear what fraction of proteins involved in mitotic spindle assembly are also involved in meiotic spindle assembly. Furthermore, the mutant phenotype of genes might differ substantially in oocytes and mitotic cells due to the presence or absence of centrosomes.
In this paper we report on a non-motor protein, MEI-38, with an important function during acentrosomal meiosis. A single mei-38 allele was isolated by Baker and Carpenter (1972) in a screen for mutants with elevated levels of X-chromosome nondisjunction. We have characterized the mei-38 null mutant phenotype and the gene's protein product. In the absence of mei-38, nondisjunction of homologous chromosomes at meiosis I is elevated and the metaphase chromosomes appear disorganized. In contrast, chromosome segregation at meiosis II and in male meiosis is not noticeably affected. While the most severe mutant phenotype is observed in female meiosis, loss of MEI-38 protein also caused spindle assembly defects in mitotic cells. MEI-38 is a novel protein which localizes to meiotic and mitotic microtubules. Interestingly, MEI-38 localizes to most microtubules with the exception of the antiparallel microtubules of the central spindle. The function of MEI-38 may be to stabilize kinetochore microtubules which in turn are important for interacting with homologous chromosome at metaphase I of female acentrosomal meiosis.
Materials and Methods
Genetic methods: The frequency of X-chromosome nondisjunction (X-ND) was determined by Nondisjunction on the second chromosome were tested by crossing y mei-38; al dp b pr cn c px sp/ + + + + + females to males carrying compound chromosomes (+/Y; C(2)EN, b sp).
In crosses to C(2)EN males, only progeny that inherit two 2 nd chromosomes from their mother survive. Progeny which do not inherit a 2 nd chromosome from their mother because of nondisjunction are not recovered because C(2)EN is transmitted poorly through the male germline. As in the X-chromosome experiment, if a 2 nd chromosome crossover bivalent nondisjoins, in 50% of the second meiotic divisions a recombinant chromatid will segregate into the same product as a nonrecombinant chromatid carrying all of the recessive markers and be observed as a recombinant in the progeny.
Genetic screen for deletion alleles of mei-38: Flies carrying a P element inserted close to mei-38 were crossed to a source of transposase (∆2-3 Two insertions containing FRT sites in the same orientation, PBac{RB}e04351 (2A4) and P{XP}d04500 (2B1), were used to make a deletion that included rab27 but not the CG14781 coding region (PARKS et al. 2004) . Three day old P{XP}d04500/PBac{RB}e04351; P{70FLP} larvae in vials were heat-shocked in a water bath at 37 0 C for 1 hour and then the adult females were crossed to FM7,w/y + Y males. The female white eyed progeny were then crossed with FM7, w B/y + Y males to make Df/FM7, w B stocks. The deletion used in this study was homozygous lethal and confirmed by PCR to delete rab27.
Construction of transgenes:
There are two Rab27 transcripts, Rab27-RB and Rab27-RC.
PCR was performed using cDNAs LP09977 (Rab27-RB) or GH21159 (Rab27-RC) as templates and the clones were confirmed by sequencing. Fragments containing the full length coding regions were cloned into the pENTR4 Gateway vector (Invitrogen) using EcoR I and Sal I. For CG14781 (mei-38), PCR was performed using cDNA RE11617 as template and primers to fuse the coding region in frame at the N-terminus. The PCR product was cloned and confirmed by sequencing and then subcloned into pENTR4 with EcoR I and Xho I. The expression vectors were made using the clonase system to transfer the inserts from pENTR4 into pPWH (T. 
Results
Meiosis I nondisjunction is elevated in mei-38 mutant females Baker and Carpenter (1972) crossing over on the X-chromosomes was similar to wild-type controls (Table 2 ). This suggests that nondisjunction occurs despite the presence of chiasmata.
Since crossing over is not reduced in mei-38 mutants, it is likely that nondisjunction involves homolog pairs which are joined by chiasmata. In the experiment shown in Table 2 to score crossing over, the mei-38 mutant mothers gave rise to 53 female progeny that inherited two maternal X-chromosomes, of which 14 were homozygous for at least one of the recessive markers, indicating nondisjunction of a chiasmate bivalent. The majority of these females (10) were homozygous for the distal marker white, consistent with a crossover followed by nondisjunction at meiosis I (the remaining 4/14 could be similarly explained if there was a double crossover). Since there are four possible products from the segregation of sister chromatids at meiosis II, only ¼ of the zygotes from nondisjunction of chiasmate bivalents will be homozygous for a distal marker. Thus, the 14/53 progeny is consistent with most nondisjunction events involving chiasmate bivalents. None of the 53 females were yellow, and since y+ is a centromere marker, this indicates that nondisjunction of sister chromatids was not detected.
This result was confirmed for an autosome by crossing mei-38 females to C(2)EN males and examining the segregation of a genetically marked second chromosome. In these crosses, only the progeny that received two 2 nd chromosomes from the mother survived (Materials and Methods). In the control, no progeny were recovered from 45 mei-38/+; al dp b pr cn c px sp/+ females crossed to C(2)EN males, indicating a low frequency of 2 nd chromosome nondisjunction. This level of autosomal nondisjunction is consistent with a previous experiment (RASOOLY et al. 1991) where only 10 progeny were recovered from 900 wild-type females. In contrast, from 99 mei-38; al dp b pr cn c px sp/+ females crossed to C(2)EN males, 142
progeny were recovered (1.4 per female parent), indicating that 2 nd chromosome nondisjunction was elevated in mei-38 mutants. Of these 142 nondisjunction progeny, 37 were homozygous for at least one of the recessive markers and, therefore, must have resulted from nondisjunction of chiasmate bivalents. Indeed, 33/37 of these progeny were homozygous for distal markers (either al, sp or both), which results if there is a crossover followed by nondisjunction at meiosis I and normal segregation at meiosis II (the remaining 4/37 could be similarly explained if there was a double crossover). As for the X-chromosome, we only expect to observe ¼ of the chiasmate nondisjunction events, thus, 37/142 progeny is consistent with most nondisjunction events involving chiasmate bivalents. If sister chromatids were nondisjoining, we would have recovered progeny homozygous for centromere proximal markers like pr or cn¸ and these were not found. These data show that, like the X-chromosome, autosomal nondisjunction in a mei-38
female occurs predominantly at meiosis I. 
mei-38 mutants affect meiotic spindle organization and chromosome behavior
It is common for mutants that cause nondisjunction of chiasmate bivalents to have defects in spindle organization at meiosis I . Spindle assembly begins in mature stage 14 oocytes following nuclear envelope break down. In wild-type females, the microtubules initially assemble around the chromosomes, which are condensed into a single mass or karyosome (THEURKAUF and HAWLEY 1992) . The microtubules are then bundled and tapered into a bipolar spindle with the karyosome in the center. For the purposes of characterizing the mutant phenotype, we separately classified the chromosome and spindle phenotypes (Table 3 ).
In wild-type controls, 100% of the oocytes had normal chromosome organization (a single round or oval karyosome) and 96% showed normal bipolar spindles ( Figure 1A ). Within the round and symmetric karyosome, the homologous centromeres of each bivalent are oriented towards the poles (e.g. DERNBURG et al. 1996; GIUNTA et al. 2002) . In mei-38 mutants, 42% of the oocytes showed disorganization of the chromosomes within the karyosome ( Figure   1B , C, Figure 2C ). In most of these (33%), the karyosome was disorganized and the chromosomes were unevenly distributed in the center of the spindle. mei-38 mutants also had spindle organization defects in 58% of the oocytes, including monopolar spindles ( Figure 1D , Table 3 ). A particularly striking phenotype in 21% of the oocytes was a drastic reduction or absence of microtubules between the poles and the karyosome while the central spindle remained intact ( Figure 2B ).
We have previously proposed that the central spindle plays an important role in spindle assembly (JANG et al. 2005 ). This structure is most likely composed of antiparallel microtubules and several proteins including the Kinesin 6 motor protein Subito and passenger proteins
Incenp and Aurora B. This structure appears to be intact in mei-38 mutants since prominent microtubule, Subito and Incenp staining were observed ( Figure 2B ,C). The only apparent effect of the mei-38 mutant on the localization of these proteins was that in some oocytes Subito and
Incenp staining was more spread out along the spindle microtubules than in wild-type ( Figure   2C ). It is possible this is a consequence of the chromosome organization defects since the central spindle tends to associate with the karyosome and is longer if the karyosome is stretched or separates.
It is important to note that although there were differences from wild-type in the spindle organization of mei-38 mutants, bipolar spindles were still the predominant configuration. In Figure 1B and C, for example, the chromosomes in the karyosome appear to be separating on a bipolar metaphase spindle. In many cases, defects in karyosome organization were observed even in the absence of overt spindle defects. To investigate the organization of the centromeres, we stained wild-type and mei-38 mutant oocytes for MEI-S332, which is the Drosophlila homolog of the centromere protein Shugoshin (MOORE et al. 1998) . In wild-type metaphase I, the centromeres were usually clustered together and evenly separated on opposite sides of the karyosome (9/10 spindles), indicating the bivalents had properly oriented ( Figure 2D ). In mei-38 mutants, this clustering was frequently disrupted, resulting in a separation, dispersal or uneven distribution of the MEI-S332 signals (7/10 spindles) ( Figure 2E and F). It is noteworthy that MEI-S332 staining revealed abnormal chromosome organization in an otherwise normal looking karyosome ( Figure 2E ).
mei-38 is required for the achiasmate chromosome segregation
There is a robust system to segregate achiasmate chromosomes in Drosophila female meiosis XIANG and HAWLEY 2006) . As described above, however, nondisjunction events in mei-38 mutants often involve chiasmate homologs. These data do not, however, rule out an affect on the achiasmate system. The maximum frequency of nondisjunction attributable to achiasmate X-chromosomes is quite low (~2%, ZHANG and HAWLEY 1990), because in wild-type females 95% of the X-chromosomes have at least one chiasma. Effects on the achiasmate system are most easily detected by comparing nondisjunction frequencies in the presence and absence of crossing over. In the autosomal nondisjunction experiments described above, more progeny per female were recovered from mei-38; CyO/+ females (2.7 per parent), in which the majority of second chromosomes were achiasmate due to crossover suppression by the balancer, than from mei-38; al dp b pr cn c px sp/+ females (1.4 per parent), in which crossing over was not suppressed. These results suggest that mei-38 is required for achiasmate segregation.
Two additional experiments confirmed that mei-38 mutants affect the achiasmate system. First, we made a double mutant with mei-218, in which the majority of chromosomes lack chiasmata (CARPENTER and SANDLER 1974) . In mei-218 homozygous females, the frequency of nondisjunction (28.7%, Table 1 ) was similar to previous experiments (MCKIM et al. 1996) . Importantly, this frequency of nondisjunction is lower than expected if achiasmate homologs in a mei-218 mutant segregated randomly (BAKER and HALL 1976 (MCKIM et al. 1993) . These results suggest that the increases in nondisjunction in the presence of achiasmate chromosomes were caused by errors in chromosome organization at metaphase rather than more severe spindle defects.
Comparison of mei-38 to other meiotic mutants
Some mutants which affect the achiasmate system, such as ald and Axs, have a unique effect on 4 th chromosome nondisjunction (O'TOUSA 1982; WHYTE et al. 1993; ZITRON and HAWLEY 1989 (Table 3) . Similar to our results with mei-38, ald mutant oocytes exhibit chromosome organization defects at meiosis I (GILLILAND et al. 2007; GILLILAND et al. 2005) .
Because ald null homozygotes are lethal, we used a heterozygote for a hypomorph, ald 1 , and a null allele, ald C3 to to construct a double mutant with mei-38. This double mutant had a significantly higher frequency of nondisjunction compared to the single mutants (Table 1) and was accompanied by an increased frequency of spindle or chromosome abnormalities. There were no spindles classified as normal in the double mutant. In addition to spindles with a mei-38 -specific phenotype, such as weak tubulin staining, there was a significant increase in monopolar spindles (Table 3) . Therefore, the more severe nondisjunction phenotype in the double mutant correlates with the failure to maintain the chromosomes in the middle of the metaphase bipolar spindle.
mei38 encodes a novel protein
Genetic mapping was used to position mei-38 near the left end of the X-chromosome ( Figure 3A ). Most critical was that mei-38 1 failed to complement Df(1)Exel6227 but complemented Df(1)Exel8196, which localized mei-38 to the region between 1F2 and 2B1.
Sequencing of candidate genes in the region revealed two closely linked deletions which affected the adjacent genes Rab27 and CG14781 ( Figure 3B ). These deletions affect the coding regions of CG14781 and one of the two isoforms of Rab27. To determine which gene was responsible for the mei-38 mutant phenotype, we took two approaches: excision of flanking
P-element insertions to induce deletions of each gene and generating transgenic lines expressing the wild-type form of each gene. Results from both approaches pointed to CG14781
as the gene associated with the meiotic nondisjunction phenotype.
Five P-elements were used to generate deletions, three in the 5' UTR of Rab27 and two located 3' to CG14781 ( Figure 3B ). Excision of the two P-elements 3' to CG14781 failed to generate any useful deficiencies. Using three P-elements inserted within the Rab27 5'UTR, several deletions were isolated that failed to complement mei-38 for the nondisjunction phenotype and each of these also deleted CG14781. For example, excision of P-element These results were confirmed with transgenes expressing either Rab27 or CG14781.
cDNA sequences of each Rab27 isoform and CG14781 ( Figure 3) were cloned into pPHW (T.
Murphy, per. comm.), which is based on the UASP vector (RORTH 1998) and fuses each coding region to three copies of the HA epitope tag and places them under the control of a promoter with multiple copies of the UAS sequence. These transgenes were expressed by crossing the transgenics to flies carrying GAL4 under the control of the nanos promoter (GAL4::VP16-nos.UTR) ( VAN DOREN et al. 1998 ), which we have used previously to express genes in oocytes (JANG et al. 2007) . Each pair of transgene and GAL4 driver was crossed into a homozygous 
MEI-38 is a spindle associated protein
The Subito localizes to the antiparallel microtubules of the central spindle at meiotic metaphase (JANG et al. 2005) . In contrast, MEI-38 localizes predominantly to the parallel microtubules, many of which interact with the chromosomes ( Figure 4B ). We noted earlier that 
MEI-38 is a mitotic protein
Using the P{tubP-GAL4}LL7 driver, which expresses GAL4 in most dividing cells ( To determine if mi-38 1 mutants had defects in mitosis similar to those observed following RNAi in S2 cells, we examined the mitotically dividing cells of the larval brain in mei-38 mutants.
We did not detect an increase in aneuploidy or precocious sister chromatid separation in the mitotically dividing brain cells of mei-38 mutant larvae (data not shown). This lack of an effect on chromosome segregation in mitotically dividing cells is consistent with the observation that mei-38 mutants are viable with no noticeable effect on viability (data not shown). However, several lines of evidence suggest MEI-38 does have a role in mitosis as well as meiosis. We observed some of the same spindle organization defects in mitotic cells noted by Goshima et al uneven γ-tubulin staining at the poles, abnormal spindle morphology or a gap between the pole and spindle microtubules (Figure S 3) Baker and Carpenter (1972) performed one of the first screens for meiotic mutants. This screen was remarkably successful, generating alleles of nod (a chromokinesin AFSHAR et al. 1995; ), mei-41 (ATR, HARI et al. 1995 , mei-9 (XPF/Rad1, SEKELSKY et al. -218 (Mcm related, MCKIM et al. 1996) and mei-352/Klp3A (PAGE and . Baker and Carpenter also recovered one allele of mei-38. We have shown that loss of mei-38 does not affect crossing over but does compromise chromosome segregation.
Discussion

1995) and mei
Homologous chromosomes in mei-38 mutant females fail to segregate at the first meiotic division at a high frequency. Similarly, observations made by Goshima et al (2007) and ourselves shows that MEI-38 also has a role in mitosis. With the cloning of mei-38, essentially all of the genes identified by Baker and Carpenter have now been cloned.
MEI-38 is a microtubule-associated protein required for chromosome organization but not a bipolar spindle
mei-38 encodes a protein with an interesting localization pattern. During meiosis and mitosis, MEI-38 colocalizes with microtubules in a pattern that is complementary to Subito.
These observations are similar to Goshima et al. (2007) who tagged mei-38 at the N-terminus with GFP and observed localization to most spindle microtubules in S2 cells. While Subito localizes to the central spindle, presumably the region of microtubules in antiparallel overlap,
MEI-38 appears to be excluded from this region. MEI-38 has a preference for the parallel microtubules which include those that interact with the chromosomes, the kinetochore microtubules. These kinetochore microtubules stain with reduced intensity in mei-38 mutants,
suggesting that MEI-38 localization is required for the stability of the kinetochore microtubules.
Several genes thought to be involved in organizing the meiotic spindle have been identified because the mutants cause tripolar or frayed meiotic spindles (DOUBILET and MCKIM 2007) . The microtubule stability defects in mei-38 mutants apparently do not dramatically affect bipolar spindle organization since tripolar spindles were not observed. The absence of tripolar spindles in mei-38 mutants can be explained by a model which emphasizes a role for the central spindle in acentrosomal spindle assembly (JANG et al. 2005) . The meiotic spindle of metaphase I arrested oocytes has a prominent region of interpolar microtubules in the center of the spindle.
Based on the phenotype of mutants which affect this structure (e.g. subito), it has been proposed that the central spindle is required to organize a stable bipolar spindle. In contrast, kinetochore microtubules may not be essential for bipolar spindle formation (DOUBILET and MCKIM 2007; JANG et al. 2007) , which could explain why MEI-38 and the kinetochore microtubules it affects are not required to establish a bipolar spindle.
The relationship of MEI-38 to achiasmate chromosome segregation
Drosophila has two systems of chromosome segregation that are defined by different classes of mutants. In crossover defective mutants, the absence of chiasmata causes nondisjunction. However, the achiasmate segregation system functions in these mutants as
shown by the observation that four achiasmate chromosomes will segregate 2:2 regardless of homology (BAKER and HALL 1976) . In contrast, mutations in nod cause achiasmate chromosomes to segregate randomly, although chiasmate chromosomes are not affected. At the intersection of these two classes are genes which affect both systems and which are typically involved in spindle structure and function. An example is subito, which is required for normal spindle structure and the segregation of both chiasmate and achiasmate chromosomes (GIUNTA et al. 2002) .
Several lines of evidence suggest that mei-38 is required for achiasmate chromosome segregation. First, the frequency of X-and autosome nondisjunction in mei-38 mutants is increased when crossing over on just these chromosomes is reduced. Second, secondary nondisjunction, the situation in XXY females where the two X-chromosomes segregate from the BRIDGES 1916; COOPER 1948) , occurs with less efficiency in mei-38 females. These results suggest achiasmate segregation is defective in mei-38 mutants; but there is a caveat. Given that the small 4 th chromosomes always segregate by the achiasmate system, the larger chromosomes (X and the autosomes) must be more sensitive to mei-38. As described in
Results, the effects of mei-38 on 4 th chromosome nondisjunction could be indirect and a secondary consequence of the misbehavior of the larger chromosomes.
Carpenter (1973) argued that achiasmate segregation was a two-step process. For example, in XXY females the first step is orientation which commits both X chromosomes to segregate to the same pole. The second step is ensuring the disjunction of the one Y chromosome from the two X-chromosomes. Expanding on this work, Xiang and Hawley (2006) suggested that XXY pairing is established in early prophase, which can lead to XX from Y segregation if the X chromosomes are achiasmatic. Co-orientation by a chiasma, however, acts to dissolve the association of the two X-chromosome centromere regions with the Y before bipolar spindle formation. mei-38 is probably defective in the second step. Since nondisjunction is increased in XXY relative to XX mei-38 females, the Y can cause both Xchromosomes to orient towards the same pole, but disjunction from the Y is defective. Other genes required for the second but not the first step of this process include nod (CARPENTER 1973 ).
The first commitment step is defined by the ald mutation, which affects the pairing of chromosomes in the achiasmate system (O'TOUSA 1982) . Ald is a centromere protein and the ortholog of the human Mps1 checkpoint protein (GILLILAND et al. 2005) . Interestingly, ald and mei-38 mutants have some similarities in their mutant phenotypes. In both mutants, the most severe cytological defects are in maintaining karyosome organization while genetic data shows both mutants cause nondisjunction of chiasmate and achiasmate bivalents. Live imaging of ald mutant oocytes indicates that metaphase arrest is not maintained and the chromosomes move precociously towards the poles (GILLILAND et al. 2007 ). Our observations also suggest that the mei-38 mutant karyosome is more dynamic than wild-type. There is an important difference, however, since ald does not disrupt secondary nondisjunction patterns while mei-38 mutants do.
In addition, the frequency of the monopolar spindle phenotype was dramatically increased in the mei-38; ald double mutant and there was a synergistic effect on nondisjunction. These results are consistent with Carpenter's model for the achiasmate system. While both genes contribute to maintaining the chromosomes in the center of the spindle, ald functions in the first step (commitment and orientation) and mei-38 functions in the second step (disjunction and segregation). A checkpoint model could also be relevant and explain the synergistic effect of the double mutant. mei-38 mutants may cause defects in chromosome organization which can be corrected in a process which depends on the checkpoint activity of the ALD protein.
The role of MEI-38 in chiasmate chromosome segregation
To extend the two step model for achiasmate segregation to chiasmate segregation, we suggest there are two possible reasons for the nondisjunction in mei-38 mutants. The first is that homologous centromeres fail to orient. The second is that properly oriented homologs fail to move to opposite poles. The most striking cytological phenotypes of mei-38 mutants are weakened kinetochore microtubule staining, a disorganized or mispositioned karyosome and the irregular organization of centromeres. All these phenotypes are consistent with loss of MEI-38 affecting the function or stability of the microtubules which interact with the chromosomes.
While defects in orienting homologous centromeres cannot be ruled out, we propose that a defect in kinetochore microtubules in mei-38 mutants, such as in their stability or structure, leads to errors in kinetochore attachment and bivalent organization. This could include instability of microtubules leading to disassembly and reassembly of spindle poles. To be consistent with the conclusions from the examination of achiasmate segregation, homologs may orient correctly in mei-38 mutants but then fail to segregate correctly because of the failure to maintain the attachment of the kinetochores to the microtubules. The disorganized MEI-S332 staining could be due to the disruption of kinetochore microtubules, allowing the spreading of the centromeres from their normal tight clustering. This model could also explain the presence of monopolar spindles in mei-38 mutants, which could occur because the balance of forces which keep the chromosomes in the middle of the spindle are destabilized, sometimes allowing movement of the karyosome towards one pole.
The mutant phenotypes of mei-38 are most severe at meiosis I, although it is clear that MEI-38 also contributes to mitosis. This is similar to several other mutants, such as sub (CESARIO et al. 2006) and ncd (ENDOW et al. 1994) , which have their strongest effects in meiosis but also have a role in mitosis. Surprisingly, defects in chromosome segregation in these mutants during female meiosis II and male meiosis have not been observed. The likely explanation is two fold. First, in most cases only genetic assays have been performed, which my not be sensitive to mild disruptions of spindle structure. Second, meiosis I might be the most critical time for these functions. In this regard, it appears that establishing and maintaining bipolar orientation of the homologs, rather than building a bipolar spindle, might be the most difficult aspect of performing meiosis without centrosomes. Indeed, chromosome orientation may occur in a process which is distinct from bipolar spindle formation and kinetochore microtubule interactions may be dispensable for bipolar spindle assembly in acentrosomal meiotic cells. . a In the mei-38 homozygote, the w -cv interval was measured, while in the mei-38/+ experiment, the pn -cv interval was measured, which is only approximately 1 m.u. larger (LINDSLEY and ZIMM 1992) .
b The y+ marker is tightly linked to the centromere and the f -y+ interval includes the X-chromosome centromere. 
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